Training Catalogue
Maritime & Trade Client Services to Support Your
Product Training & Learning Objectives

ihsmarkit.com/maritime_trade_learning

IHS Markit is passionate about successfully onboarding and
enabling our customers throughout their journey to help you
maximize your subscription to our Maritime & Trade products
and solutions. With ever evolving business needs, data, and
workflow requirements our training, learning and industry insights
provide access to a variety of resources to build knowledge, save
you time and improve your efficiency and return on investment
with IHS Markit.
• Instructor led product training provides an informative demonstration on key
product features, workflows and concepts delivered by modular based training
or tailor to your own specific requirements and learning goals.
• Broaden your knowledge by attending IHS Markit webinars and events that
feature our maritime and trade subject matter experts.
• Find timely insights, commentary and special reports from industry leading
experts and analysts.
• IHS Markit’s team of subject matter experts, analysts and thought leaders offers
the actionable intelligence you need to make informed decisions.
• Get targeted insights and one-on-one attention from 700+ industry experts and
thought leaders.
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Customer Training
IHS Markit offers beginner to advanced training to help
you maximize your subscription to our Maritime & Trade
solutions. Instructor led training sessions provide an
informative demonstration on key features, product
workflows and concepts so you can understand and see
the full potential of the product’s functionality.
We offer a variety of flexible training options depending
on your individual or organization’s requirements. Choose
from our modular based training program or build your
own by selecting the content you would like our trainers to
cover. Once you have requested training one of our training
team will be in contact to discuss options, customize your
training plan and schedule at your convenience.
Maritime Product Training
• Maritime Intelligence Risk Suite
• Maritime Portal (Sea-web & AISLive)
Trade Product Training
• Global Trade Atlas (GTA)
• Global Trade Analytics Suite (GTAS) – Coming Soon
Commodity Analytics Training
• Market Intelligence Network (MINT)
SME Support
Our industry solutions and product SMEs can provide
additional support to answer data specific queries and
industry/persona-based workflows that require subject
matter expertise.
Learn more ihsmarkit.com/maritimetradelearning
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Industry Insights
Webinars & Events
Broaden your knowledge by attending IHS Markit events that feature our subject-matter experts.
IHS Markit Events program provides access to online and on-demand webinars. Search by industry
type, topic or region and simply register online to view.
ihsmarkit.com/events/index.html

Research & Analysis
Find timely insights, commentary and special reports from industry leading experts and analysts.
Maritime & Trade provide exclusive insights & analysis covering global trade and the wider maritime
industry. Engage with our team of experts as we explore trade patterns, new regulations as well as
regional and global trends.
Topics include seaborne trade, trade data, imports, exports, commodity trading and shipping
markets, maritime regulation, risk and compliance, AIS ship tracking, ship, ownership and ports data.
The Maritime & Trade blog is also available to Subscribe to as an RSS Feed.
ihsmarkit.com/research-analysis/maritime-trade.html

Maritime Shipping Intelligence
As part of the Maritime & Trade business from IHS Markit we provide customers with the latest news,
analysis and events covering the latest developments in containerized shipping.
The Journal of Commerce (JOC) is the trusted provider of insight and analysis for the containerized
shipping industry. Our best-in-class editorial coverage is led by the largest concentration of industry
thought leaders, providing the containerized shipping industry with the insights they need to
overcome specific problems in their daily operations.
Register and gain free access to all JOC.com webcasts, podcasts and whitepapers.
Resources
joc.com/webcasts
joc.com/whitepapers
joc.com/podcasts
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Global Trade Atlas
Module 1: Global Trade Atlas
Duration: 1 hour | Audience: New & Existing Users
Homepage Overview & Navigation
Setting Preferences
Standard Reports
Run a Standard Report - Basic
Using Tariff Line Codes
Deduced Reporting
Edit the Report Criteria
Working with the Table
Saving & Recalling a Query
Exporting to Excel
Data Extracts
Create, Schedule and Download a Data Extract
Amend and Re-run a Data Extract
Working with the My Saved Area
Sharing Work
Module 2: Global Trade Atlas
Duration: 1 hour | Audience: New & Existing Users
Working with the Extra Data Field Module
Creating & Using Reporter Filters
Partner & Product Groups
Create and use a Partner Group
Pinning Partner Groups
Create and use a Product Group
Working with Charts
Working with the My Saved Area
Sharing Work
Amending Groups
Working with the Analytics Tab
Create a Matrix Report
Using My Connect
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Combined Modules (1 & 2): Global Trade Atlas
Duration: 1.5 hours | Audience: New & Exisiting Users
Homepage Overview & Navigation
Setting Preferences
Standard Reports
Run a Basic Standard Report
Using Tariff Line Codes
Deduced Reporting
Edit the Report Criteria
Working with the Table
Saving & Recalling a Query
Exporting to Excel
Data Extracts
Create, Schedule and Download a Data Extract
Amend and Re-run a Data Extract
Working with the Extra Data Field Module
Creating & Using Reporter Filters
Partner & Product Groups
Create and use a Partner Group
Pinning Partner Groups
Create and use a Product Group
Working with Charts
Working with the My Saved Area
Sharing Work
Amending Groups
Working with the Analytics Tab
Create a Matrix Report
Using My Connect
Module 3: Global Trade Atlas - Price Comparison
Duration: 30 mins | Audience: New & Existing Users
Working with the Price Comparison Module
Run a Price Comparison
Unit Price Monitoring Panel
Trend Comparison Panel
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Module 4: GTA - Data Intelligence Behind The Scenes
Duration: 1 hour | Audience: New & Existing Users
This training module is run by an SME or Industry Solutions Expert and will help with
specific trade data requirements to help them gain a better understanding of the
data that powers GTA

Bespoke Options:
Topics covered within modules can be excluded to meet your specific needs and
personalize your training.
The Training Team will review and advise on duration and arrange a convenient
date/time to deliver.
Topic Descriptions:
For detailed description on the topics please refer to the GTA Topic Descriptions.
GTA User Profiles:
Trainers will refer to your profile settings to ensure training delivered is relevant
to your content/data access levels.
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GTA Topic
GTA Topic Description
Homepage Overview & Navigation View detail available within the Global Trade Atlas and learn
to navigate around the tool.
Setting Preferences
Discover how to set defaults for both the use of Standard
Reports and Data Extracts.
Standard Reports
Run a Standard Report - Basic
Using Tariff Line Codes

Deduced Reporting

Edit the Report Criteria
Working with the Table

Saving & Recalling a Query
Exporting to Excel

Data Extracts
Create, schedule and Download a
Data Extract

Amend and Re-run an Extract
Working with the Extra Data Field
Module

Creating & Using Reporter Filters
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Run a basic standard report using an HS 6 Code, All
Reporters or a Specific Reporter and All Partners.
Run a basic standard report using a Tariff Line Code, All
Reporters or a Specific Reporter and All Partners (Tariff
Line code = HS8, HS10, HS12 commodity codes).
Learn how to create a Mirror or Deduced report i.e.
statistics for Countries that are not on the IHS Markit
Reporters list.
Re-draw the report easily by changing the report criteria.
Change the Currency, Time Frame or Quantity. Drill down
into the partners, reporters and products, utilize Direct
Access to list the Tariff line codes of commodities.
Save, amend and recall a query.
Use the export option to obtain a static Excel file or
refreshable file which can be updated from within the excel
spreadsheet.

Use the Data extract function to retrieve raw data from
the system including the ability to; incorporate both
Imports and Exports, include HS Codes at all levels, and
all concepts i.e. Quantity, Value and Unit Price all on the
same spreadsheet. Schedule the extract to run at a chosen
frequency.
Use an existing data extract as a template amend and rerun for a new or amended report.
Run Reports or Extracts using the Extra Data that is
supplied by some reporters e.g. Provinces, Ports, Transport
Modes, States. The Extra Data fields are dependent on
specific reporters.
Create a default filter of specific reporters to run within
Standard Reports.

Partner & Product Groups
Create and use a Partner Group

Pinning Partner Groups
Create and use a Product Group

Working with Charts

Working with the My Saved Area
Sharing work
Amending groups
Working with the Analytics Tab
Create a Matrix Report
Using My Connect

Create a Partner group to use when running reports or
extracts, giving the ability to view a consolidated figure for
the members of the group alongside broken out values.
Visualise consolidated figures for multiple groups alongside
a breakdown of other trade partners.
Create a Product group to use when running reports or
extracts giving, the ability to view a consolidated figure for
the members of the group alongside broken out values.
Create a chart from the data table in Standard Reports,
design the chart to give bespoke detail and download into
a specified format.

Share or send a copy of any items in the My Saved area.
Easily change the members of any of the groups.
Understand and work with the Trade overview and Global
Trade Monitoring Dashboards.
Design and run a matrix report giving an alternative output
design to the data.
Work with the files and folders within My Connect, schedule
and amend notifications and alerts based on your work
and your subscribed content.
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Maritime Intelligence Risk Suite (MIRS)
Module 1: Ships & Companies
Duration: 1 hour | Audience: New & Existing Users
Overview of MIRS Platform
Ships Database
Searching
Holistic Searching
Bulk Upload of Ships
Setting Fields to Display
Working with the Results Table
Save Search
Filter, Sort, Group & Export
Create a Watchlist
Blacklist / Whitelist
Linked Data
View the Ship Details
Screening - Compliance Data
Dark Activity
Ship Movements
Companies Database
Searching
Individual Searching
Holistic Searching
Working with the Results Table
View the Company Detail
Screening - Compliance Data
Relationships
Fleet
Alerts & Using Watchlists
Manage the Watchlist
View the Timeline
Email Scheduling
Create an Alert
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Module 2: Map / Live Tracking
Duration: 1 hour | Audience: New & Existing Users
Map Overview
Map Navigation
Map Settings
Quick Searching
By Individual and Multiple vessels
By Ports
Bulk Upload
Create a Watchlist in AISLive
Filtering
By Ships (Including Risk filters)
By Events
By Ports
By Watchlists
List Ships & Real Time Intelligence
View the Ship Detail
Voyage Detail
Ship Tracking
Working with Zones
Create a Zone
Managing a Zone
Filtering by Zone
Transfer List to Sea-web Datagrid
Other Filters & Map Layer Options
Risk Filters
Intelligence Filters
Adding Layers
Weather
Ship Replay
Alerts & Watchlist Management
Manage the Watchlist
View the Timeline
Email Scheduling
Create an Alert
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Module 3: Historical Tracking (Movements)
Duration: 30 mins | Audience: New & Existing Users
Overview of Movements Data
Searching
By Movement Type & Call Type
By Individual Ship
By Watchlist
By Ship Type/Ownership/Machinery
Setting Fields to Display
Working with the Results Table
Save Search
Filter, Sort, Group & Export
Linked Data to Ships or Companies
Module 4: Ports Database
Duration: 30 mins | Audience: New & Existing Users
Overview of the Ports Data
Searching
By Specific Port
Holistic Searching
Setting Fields to Display
Working with the Results Table
Save Search
Filter, Sort, Group & Export
View the Port Details
Pork Risk Factor Screening
Link to Ships
Module 5: Casualty & Events Database
Duration: 30 mins | Audience: New & Existing Users
Overview of the Events Data
Searching
By Specific Event
By Type or Location
Setting Fields to Display
Working with the Results Table
Save Search
Filter, Sort, Group & Export
Linked Data
View the Event Details
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Module 6: Workflows - Bringing it all Together
Duration: 30 mins | Audience: New & Exsiting Users
This module will be based on common workflows used by your organisation and
working across modules.
Workflows will need to be supplied as a minimum of 48 hours prior to training
session.

Bespoke Options:
Topics covered within modules can be excluded to meet your specific needs and
personalize your training.
The Training Team will review and advise on duration and arrange a convenient
date/time to deliver.
Topic Descriptions:
For detailed description on the topics please refer to the MIRS Topic Descriptions.
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MIRS Topics
Overview of MIRS Platform
Logging in and Navigation
Ships Database
Holistic Searching

Bulk Upload of Ships

Setting Fields to Display
Working with the Results Table**
Create a Watchlist

Linked Data
Reports & Analysis
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MIRS Topic Description
Understand how the MIRS platform is made up, where to
find help, where the data comes from and how to navigate.
How to login, what concurrency means and how to avoid
being locked out of the account.

Search for a list of ships by using the criteria banners
i.e. tankers of a specific deadweight that are owned by a
particular company.
If you already have a list of ships learn how to upload the
complete list into Sea-web ships (upload options by ship
name, IMO or MMSI No.).
Learn how to design your results table to show only the
data fields required and save these datasets for future use.
See how you can filter, sort, group, save and export your
results table.
Add multiple or invidual vessels to a watchlist to enable the
use of filtering in AISLive, running in Sea-web and creating
alerts for monitoring purposes. A Watchlist can also be
utilised in the movements module.
Link the ships results table to create a list of owners at a
specific level or any level.
Run a report analysis based on a selection of fields and sort
required option. See an on screen analysis by graph of the
ship list vs the world fleet.

Viewing the Ship Detail

See overview of the ship detail including Compliance
Screening, Dark Activity and Movements.

Compliance Screening

Understand in detail the compliance status of a vessel and
how it is calculated.

Dark Activity

View if a ship has been present in a monitored area and has
not been sending AIS messages indicating a possible Port
call or STS activity.

Ship Movements

Identify the ships last known position, along with country,
port, berth and terminal calls, suspected ship-to-ship (STS)
transfers and 12 month trading area history.

Companies Database
Holistic Searching

Setting Fields to display
Linked Data
View the Company Detail

Search for a list of companies by using the criteria banners
i.e. companies that are the operator for above a specific
number of vessels and are located in a particular country.
Learn how to design your results table to show only the
data fields required and save these datasets for future use.
See a list of all ships associated with the companies on the list.
See an overview of company detail including group
structure, different fleets and movements.

Compliance Screening

Understand in detail the compliance status of a company
and how it is caluclated.

Add the Company to a Watchlist

Monitor a company for any changes i.e. removal or addition
to fleets, change in company compliance status.

Relationships

View an interactive data visualization tool to see how
organizations are connected for the company selected.

Reports

Run a fleet list for the first 25 companies at a specific layer of
ownership i.e. group owners, ship managers, operators etc.

Working with the Results Table**

See how you can filter, sort, group, save and export your
results table.

Historical Tracking Database
Searching

Linked Data
Analysis
Report
Working with the results table**

Search for movements of an individual vessel, a specifed
watchlist or vessels of a specific ship type, specific
ownership or particular machinery. This can be done on
multiple search types such as; ports, country, zones, berths
& terminals and also for a specific movement such as
departures, arrivals, currently at or destined for.
Link the movements Results table to a list of owners or ships.
See an analysis of the results table by; country calling by
destination and origin, and movements by flag and ship type.
Obtain a list of movements from the results as a document.
See how you can filter, sort, group, save and export your
results table.
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Live Tracking
Map Navigation
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Details on how to zoom in and out of the map using the
icons and keyboard controls. Measure distances between
different points on the map.

AISLive Settings

Look at how you can select and set the map display
preferences, along with other settings to do with the
map view.

Quick Searching

Search for multiple ships, or a specific ship or port then
zoom into the map and view ship or port detail.

Filtering By Ships

Filter the map by specific Ship filters including particular
Risk filters such as Compliance Status, Sailing to or near
Sanctioned Countries, sailing in JWC War Zones and Risk
Rating of Last and Destination ports, and view in the
results panel.

Filtering (Pre-defined Intelligence
Filters)

Filter the map by using pre-defined filter selections such as
commodities at sea, laid up, floating storage, specific ship
type collective and view in the results panel.

Filtering By Ports

Filter the map by port characteristics such as LOA, Draught,
Facility Maximum DWT then view in the results panel.

Filtering By Risk

Add risk layers to the map such as JWC war zones, OFAC
sanctioned country zones, and risk events.

Filtering By Events

Show specific casualties or events on the map by event
type, age, shiptype.

Add Layers to the Map

There are additional layers that can be added to map
such as traffic density, traffic speed, user defined zones,
emission control areas and more.

Save Filters & Layers

Once created filters can be saved and recalled at any time.
In addition from this section you will learn how to save and
recall an area of the map in real time.

Bulk Upload of Ships

Upload a personal list of ships of interest from either an
excel sheet or a comma separated list.

Create a Watchlist

List ships from the applied filters or use a bulk upload to
create a Watchlist. This can then be used to filter the map
and create further filters or view in Sea-web grid.

Real Time Intelligence

Real Time Intelligence shows an aggregated summary of
all vessels visible on screen and also shows the top 10;
destinations, countries, flags, ports of call, ship types for
verified and unverified ships, operators & technical managers.

List Ships and Transfer to Sea-web

View a list of ships visible on screen (where there are less
than 500) and transfer this list to the ships database. Where
the number of ships exceeds 500 transfer directly to the
ships database.

View Ship Detail

View the last known position and AIS Message transmitted.
See the voyage history of the ship showing the last 50 port
calls and the ability to export the last 30 days positions.
View the detail of the ship in Sea-web and transfer to the
historical tracking database to see a full list or port and
berth calls.

Ship Tracking

See a ship track on screen across a period of time (up to 10
years) and include events on the track such as berth and
port calls, STS operations, suspected dark activity and
destination changes which can then be exported.

Multiple Ship Tracking

Use the filtered list or a specific area and show a multiple
ship track on screen (up to 50 ships if tracking by MMSI and
up to 500 ships if tracking by IMO Number).

Working with Zones

Create a user defined zone which can then be used to filter
the map, run a movements report and receive notifications
of movements through the zone.

Weather

View the current Weather using specific elements on an
area of the map or full map view. Play this forward for a
5 days forecast and see temperature, pressure, wind and
precipitation charts.

Ship Replay

Replay the vessels in an area of the map at a specific point in
time. The replay can be saved and replayed at a later date.
This is a most useful tool for conducting incident analysis

Map Analysis

View an analysis of the ships on screen showing graphs and
charts on data such as movement status, average draught,
top 10 ship types, destination by operator and operator by
destination.
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Ports Database
Search by Individual Port

Search for a specific port using the UNLOCODE or port
name or drill into the world map to select a specific port.
Holistic Searching
Search for a list of ports by country, status, facilities and
capacity.
Setting Fields to Display
Learn how to design your results table to show only the
data fields required.
View the Port Detail Screen Including Select the port details to be viewed including, facilities,
Port Risk Detail
ships in port, destined for, arrivals and departures. View
the current port risk score based on specific criteria. Or drill
into the world map to select a specific port.
Link to Live Tracking
Display the port on the map and use to filter inbound and
outbound ships.
Casualty and Events Database
Searching for a Specific Event

Holistic Searching
Setting Fields to Display
Linked Data
View the Event Detail Screen

Working with the Results Table**
Alerts and Using Watchlists
Manage the Watchlists

Search by specific event type (casualty, piracy, marine
pollution, cargo, security and legal dispute, crew and
passenger. Further refine by filtering by incident subtype. If the
event ID is known enter it to show the specific event detail.
Use event type, incident, ship or location details to search
for a list of events.
Learn how to design your results table to show only the
data fields required and save these datasets for future use.
Link the events results table to a list of technical managers,
other owners or ships involved in the incident.
See detail of the event including; headline and full details
of the incident, location, ship details at the time of the
incident and other ships involved (if any).
See how you can filter, sort, group, save and export your
results table.

Filter, sort, export and design the table of vessels on either
the master Watchlist or a named Watchlist.
View the Timeline
See a timeline feed of alerts received from your Watchlists
and your zones that have been created on the map. This is
also possible using specific alert creation.
Email Scheduling
The alerts can also be set to be received via email. For this
an email schedule will need to be created whereby you can
set up email address group and select delivery frequency.
Create an Alert
Create a specific alert to advise of changes on either ship
characteristics, ship activity or ownership on either named
Watchlists or the master Watchlist (Ship WatchList).
**This is applied to all the database sections
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Maritime Portal
Module 1: Sea-web - Ships, Companies & Builders
Duration: 1 hour | Audience: New & Existing Users
Overview of Sea-web
Ship Database
Searching
Holistic Searching
Bulk Upload of Ships
Setting Fields to Display
Working with the Results Table
Save Search
Filter, Sort, Group & Export,
Create a Watchlist
Linked Data
View the Ship Detail
Companies Database
Searching
Individual Searching
Holistic Searching
Working with the Results
View the Company Detail
Relationships
Fleet
Builders Database
Searching
Individual Searching
Holistic Searching
Working with the Results
View the Builder Detail
Alerts and using Watchlists
Manage the Watchlist
View the Timeline
Email Scheduling Options
Create an Alert
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Module 2: AISLive - Standard, Plus or Premium
Duration: 1 hour | Audience: New & Existing Users
Overview of AISLive
Map Navigation
AISLive Settings
Quick Searching
By Individual and Multiple Ships
By Ports
Bulk Upload of Ships
Create a Watchlist
Filtering
By Ships
By Watchlist
By Ports (Plus & Premium only)
Saving & Recalling Filters and Areas
List Ships & Real Time Intelligence
View the Ship Detail
Voyage Detail
Ship Tracking
Working with Zones
Create a Zone
Managing a Zone
Filtering by Zone
Other Filters & Map Layer Options
Intelligence Filters
Adding Layers (Others)
Weather
Ship Replay (Premium only)
Alerts, using Watchlists and Zones
Manage the Watchlist
View the Timeline
Email Scheduling Options
Create an Alert
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Module 3: Sea-web - Movements Database
Duration: 30 mins | Audience: New & Existing Users
Overview of Movements
Searching
Search & Call Type Options
By Individual Ship
By Watchlist
By Ship Type/Ownership/Machinery
Setting Fields to Display
Working with the Results Table
Save Search
Filter, Sort, Group & Export
Linked Data to Ships or Companies
Module 4: Sea-web Ports Database
Duration: 30 mins | Audience: New & Existing Users
Overview of Ports
Searching
By Specific Port or Terminal
Holistic Searching
Setting Fields to Display
Working with the Results Table
Save Search
Filter, Sort, Group & Export
View the Port Details
Link to Ships
Module 5: Sea-web Casualty & Events Database
Duration: 30 mins | Audience: New & Existing Users
Overview of the Events Data
Searching
By Specific Event
By Type or Location
Setting Fields to Display
Working with the Results Table
Save Search
Filter, Sort, Group & Export
Linked Data
View the Event Details
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Module 6: Workflows - Bringing it all Together
Duration: 30 mins | Audience: New & Existing Users
This module will be based on common workflows used by your organisation and
working across modules.
Workflows will need to supplied miniumum of 48 hours prior to training session.

Bespoke Options:
Topics covered within modules can be excluded to meet your specific needs and
personalize your training.
The Training Team will review and advise on duration and arrange a convenient
date/time to deliver.
Topic Descriptions:
For detailed description on the topics please refer to the Maritime Portal Topic
Descriptions.
Subscription Levels
Please note some topics and modules may not be included in your current
subscription. Ask the team to learn more.
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Maritime Portal - Topics

Description

Overview of SeaWeb / AISLive
Platform

Understand the SeaWeb / AISLive Platform areas, how to
navigate and access areas, where the data comes from and
where to find help.

Logging in and Concurrency

How to login, what concurrency means and how to avoid
being locked out of the account.

Ships Database
Holistic Searching

Search for a list of ships by using the criteria banners
i.e. tankers of a specific deadweight that are owned by a
particular company.

Bulk Upload of Ships

If you already have a list of ships learn how to upload the
complete list into Sea-web Ships.

Setting Fields to Display

Learn how to design your results table to show only the
data fields required and save these datasets for future use.

Working with the Results Table **

See how you can filter, sort, group, save and export your
results table.

Create a Watchlist

Add multiple or invidual ships to a Watchlist to enable the
use of filtering in AISLive, running in Sea-web and creating
alerts for monitoring purposes. A Watchlist can also be
utilised in the movements module.

Linked Data

Link the ships results table to create a list of owners at a
specific level or any level.

Reports & Analysis

Run a report analysis based on a selection of fields and
sort required option. See an on screen analysis by graph of
the ship list vs the world fleet.

Viewing the Ship Detail

See overview of ship detail including ship characteristics,
ownership & movements history.

Ship Movements

Identify the ships last known position, along with Port,
Berth and Terminal calls, Suspected Ship to Ship (STS)
Transfers and 12 month trading area history.
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Companies Database
Holistic Searching

Search for a list of Companies by using the criteria banners
i.e. companies that are the operator for above a specific
number of vessels and are located in a particular country.

Setting Fields to Display

Learn how to design your results table to show only the
data fields required and save these datasets for future use.

Linked Data

See a list of all ships associated with the companies on the list.

View the Company Detail

See an overview of Company detail including Group
Structure, different fleets and movements.

Add the Company to a Watchlist

Monitor a company for any changes i.e. removal or
addition to fleets.

Relationships

View an interactive data visualization tool to see how
organizations are connected for the company selected.

Reports

Run a Fleet list for the First 25 companies at a specific layer of
ownership i.e. group owners, ship managers, operators etc.

Working with the Results Table**

See how you can filter, sort, group, save and export your
results table.

Builders Database
Find comprehensive ship builder information with detailed
fleet listings. Sea-web Builders allows you to find detailed
records of the companies that built more than 200,000
sea-going merchant ships. Search the database by builder
name, orderbook and more.
Movements Database
Searching
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Search for Movements of an individual vessel, a specifed
Watchlist or vessels of a specific ship type, specific
Ownership or particular machinery. This can be done
on multiple Search types such as; Ports, Country, Zones,
Berths & Terminals and also for a specific movement such
as Departures, Arrivals, Currently at or Destined For.

Linked Data

Link the Movements Results table to a list of owners or ships.

Analysis

See an analysis of the results table by; country calling by
destination and origin, and movements by flag and ship type.

Report

Obtain a list of movements from the results as a document.

Working with the Results Table

See how you can filter, sort, group, save and export your
results table.

Ports Database
Search by Individual Port
Holistic Searching
Setting Fields to Display
View the Port Detail screen

Link to Live Tracking
Casualty and Events Database
Search for a Specific Event

Holistic Searching
Setting Fields to Display
Linked Data
View the Event Detail Screen

Working with the Results Table **

Search for a specific port using the UNLOCODE or Port
name or drill into the world map to select a specific port.
Search for a list of ports by Country, Status, Facilities, Capacity.
Learn how to design your results table to show only the
data fields required.
Select the port details to be viewed including, facilities,
ships in port, destined for, arrivals and departures. Or drill
into the world map to select a specific port.
Display the port on the map and use to filter inbound and
outbound ships.

Search by specific event type (casualty, piracy, marine
pollution, cargo, security and legal dispute, crew and
passenger. Further refine by filtering by incident subtype.
If the event ID is known enter it to show the specific event
detail.
Use Event type, Incident, ship or location details to search
for a list of events.
Learn how to design your results table to show only the
data fields required and save these datasets for future use.
Link the Events results table to a list of Technical
Managers, other owners or ships involved in the incident.
See detail of the Event including; Headline and full details
of the incident, location, ship details at the time of the
incident and other ships involved (if any).
See how you can filter, sort, group, save and export your
results table.
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AISLive
Map Navigation

Detail on how to zoom in and out of the map using the
icons and keyboard controls. Measure distances between
different points on the map.
AISLive Settings
Look at how you can select the map design required, along
with other settings to do with the map viewing.
Quick Searching
Search for multiple ships, or a specific ship or port then
zoom into the map and view ship or port detail.
Filtering By Ships
Filter the map by specific Ship filters and view in the
results panel.
Filtering By Intelligence Filters
Filter the map by using pre-defined filter selections such
as Commodities at Sea, Laid Up, Floating Storage, Specific
Ship type collective and view in the results panel.
Filtering By Ports (AISLive Premium Filter the map by port characteristics such as LOA, Draught,
only)
Facility Maximum DWT then view in the results panel.
Add Layers to the Map
There are additional layers that can be added to map
such as traffic density, traffic speed User Defined Zones,
Emission Control Areas and more.
Save Filters & Layers
Once created filters can be saved and recalled at any time.
In addition from this section you will learn how to save
and recall an area of the map in real time.
Bulk Upload of Ships
Upload a personal list of ships of interest from either an
excel sheet or a comma separated list.
Create a Watchlist
List ships from the applied filters or use a bulk upload to
create a Watchlist. This can then be used to filter the map and
create further filters or take through and view in Sea-web.
Real Time Intelligence
Real Time Intelligence shows an aggregated summary of
all vessels visible on screen and also shows the top 10;
Destinations, Countries, Flags, Ports of Call, Ship Types
for Verified and Unverified ships, Operators & Technical
Managers.
List Ships & push to Sea-web data View a list of vessels visible on screen (where there are
grid view (Maritime Portal only)
less than 500) and transfer this list to the Ships Database.
Where the number of vessels exceeds 500 transfer directly
to the Ships Database.
View Ship Detail
View the last known position and AIS Message transmitted.
See the voyage history of the vessel showing the last port
calls and the ability to export the last 30 days positions
(Premium subscribers only). View the detail of the vessel in
Sea-web and transfer to the Historical Tracking database
to see a full list or port and berth calls.
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Ship Tracking

See a ship track on screen across a period of time (up to 10
years) and include events on the track such as Berth and
Port calls, STS operations, Suspected Dark Activity and
destination changes which can then be exported.

Multiple Ship Tracking

Use the filtered list or a specific area and show an multiple
ship tracks on screen.

Working with Zones

Create a User Defined Zone which can then be used
to filter the map, run a movements report and receive
notifications of movements through the zone.

Weather

View the current Weather using specific elements on an
area of the map or full map view. Play this forward for a
5 days forecast and see Temperature, Pressure, Wind and
Precipitation charts.

Ship Replay (AISLive Premium
only)

Replay the vessels in an area of the map at a specific point in
time. The replay can be saved and replayed at a later date.

Analysis

View an analysis of the ships on screen showing graphs
and charts on data such as Movement Status, Average
Draught, Top 10 ship types, Destination by Operator and
Operator by Destination.

Alerts Using Watchlists & Zones
Manage the Watchlists

Filter, sort, export and design the table of vessels on either
the master Watchlist or a named Watchlist.

View the Timeline

See alerts of activity on the Ship Watchlist and through
Zones created in AISLive. This is also possible using a
specific alert creation.

Email Scheduling

The alerts can also be received via email. For this an email
schedule will need to be created.

Create an Alert

Create a specific alert to advise of changes on either ship
characteristics, ship activity or ownership on either the
named watchlists or the master watchlist.

**This is applied to all the database sections
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